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ABSTRACT
Compared with conventional radar altimeter (CRA),
synthetic aperture radar altimeter (SARAL) is a new
generation radar altimeter and has better height precision
and spatial resolution. As using synthetic aperture technique,
SARAL data processing is very different from CRA. To
verify the performance and the processing algorithm, an
airborne experimental system of SARAL is developed. The
experimental system was installed in Y-12 aircraft, and a lot
of data was obtained in the October 2014. The echo signal
with SAR mode and conventional mode are obtained at the
same time, so the standard deviations of the two modes are
compared. The results indicate that the height precision of
SARAL is improved about 1 times. The significant wave
height value extracted from the SARAL waveform is very
close to that of the buoy deployed at the experiment area.
Index Terms—SARAL, CRA, height precision,
airborne flight experiment

I/Q signal with 1:10 ratio. The measurement precision of the
two modes can be compared.
In this paper, the height precision of SARAL, the design
of the hardware, the data processing, and the experiment
results are analyzed and discussed.
2. THE PRECISION OF RADAR ALTIMETER
2.1. Spaceborne radar altimeter precision analysis
SARAL can provide better height parameter estimates [1, 2].
Using the instrument hardware parameters in Table 1, we
can get the height precisions (Table 2) of SAR mode and
conventional mode with 1s time resolution. So the height
precision of SARAL is about 1 times better than the CRA.
Table 1 The spaceborne instrument hardware parameters
radar wavelength
2.2cm (Ku-band)
pulse bandwidth
320 MHz
antenna beamwidth
1.3 degree
burst rate
85 Hz
Pulse repeat frequency
18KHz
burst duration
11.7 ms
pulses per burst
64
pulse duration
51.2 µs
satellite velocity
7.5 Km/s
satellite height
800 Km

1. INTRODUCTION
SARAL (Also called Delay/Doppler altimeter, DDA) uses
the synthetic aperture technique in along-track direction, so
it is pulse-limited in across-track and beam-limited in alongtrack [1, 2, 3, 4]. The new technique aims at reducing the
measurement noise and increasing the along-track resolution
in comparison with CRA[5]. Speckle reduction is obtained
by increasing the number of observations. So the precision
of the range, the significant wave height (SWH), and the
wind speed become better compared with CRA.
In SARAL, a new waveform model [4] and new data
processing methods are used. To verify the performance and
the processing algorithm, an airborne experimental system
of SARAL is developed. The system was installed in Y-12
aircraft with fixed wings, and a lot of data was obtained in
the October 2014.
In the flight experiment, the conventional mode data can
also be obtained simultaneously by extracting SAR mode
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Table 2 The spaceborne instrument range precision of the
two modes
SWH(m)
1
2
3
4
Mode
CRA (cm)
0.92 1.11 1.35 1.59
SARAL (cm)
0.53 0.63 0.70 0.77
2.2 The main specifications and range precision of
airborne radar altimeter
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To verify above performance and the data processing
(introduced in Sec 4), an airborne experimental system of
SARAL is developed. The main specifications of the
hardware are the following:
• Operation frequency: 13.58 GHz and 5.41 GHz
• Peak RF power: 1 W
• Pulse width: 12.8 µs
• Signal bandwidth: 320/80/20 MHz
• PRF: 5 KHz (for SARAL mode)
0.5KHz (for CRA mode)
• Antenna beam width: 25°
• Antenna gain: 17 dB
• Type of onboard tracker: OCOG
• AGC dynamic range: 60 dB
• Number of I/Q sample points: 256
• Flight altitude: 3600 m
• Speed of flight: 250 Km/h
The range precision of CRA and SARAL is calculated
with different SWH, and shown in Table 3 (the time
resolution is 1 second).

conventional mode are measured at the same time, so the
two modes have the same  GPS . Since the  ALT of SAR
mode is better than that of the conventional mode, the final
 SSH of the SAR mode is also better than the conventional
mode.
Using the data in Table 3 and the  GPS value, the  SSH is

Table 3 The airborne instrument range precision of the two
modes
SWH(m)
1
2
3
4
Mode
CRA (cm)
2.51 2.62 2.91 3.16
SARAL (cm)
1.30 1.54 1.70 1.85

3. THE AIRBORNE ALTIMETER HARDWARE
DISCRIPTION

2.3. The SSH precisions of the airborne altimeter
SSH is an important parameter measured by radar altimeter.
It should be corrected by atmospheric refraction corrections,
external geophysical adjustments and sea-state bias etc. In
this airborne flight experiment, the aircraft’s flight height is
about 3600 m, and the affect of the atmosphere and
ionosphere can be ignored. Sea state and geophysical
parameters are unchanged in the experiment area, so they
can be ignored when comparing precision in the two modes.
The SSH precision contains two parts, introduced by the
altimeter instrument and the flight orbit. The orbit location is
determined by differential GPS. Since the orbit precision
and instrument precision are independent of each other, the
precision of SSH can be expressed as:
2
2
 SSH   ALT
  GPS

(1)

Where  SSH is the precision of SSH,  GPS is the
precision of airplane locations,  ALT is the precision of
range measured by the altimeter.
The precision of differential GPS is not a constant value
at different position and attitude. In this experiment, the
orbit radial precision of 1 second is about 2-4 cm, so the
final SSH precision is within a numerical interval (in Table
4). However in this experiment, the SAR mode and the

listed in table 4. The  SSH ratio of the conventional mode
and the SAR mode are also calculated, and the ratio is within
1.1∼1.3.
Table 4 The analysis SSH precision of airborne instrument
and the ratio of conventional mode and SAR mode.
SWH(m)
1
2
3
4
Mode
3.21
3.30
3.53
3.74
CRA(cm)
~4.72
~4.78
~4.94
~5.1
2.38
2.52
2.62
2.72
SARAL(cm)
~4.2
~4.29
~4.35
~4.4
1.12
1.12
1.14
1.16
Ratio
~1.34
~1.31
~1.34
~1.38

The airborne SAR altimeter hardware consists of antenna
unit, microwave front-end, frequency synthesizer, solid
power amplifier, transmitting unit, receiving unit, processing
unit, and power supply unit.
In SAR mode, the altimeter transmits and receives signal
at a fixed Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) of 5KHz. The
instrument generates either C-Band or Ku-Band pulses (1 Cband pulse surrounded by 64 Ku-band pulses as shown in
Fig.1). It should be emphasized that the 64 Ku-band pulses
are generated coherently in order to carry out azimuth
resolution enhancement by Doppler filtering. After
deramping and digital filtering, the echo pulses are sampled
by 256 I/Q points. The conventional mode data can be
obtained by extracting SAR mode I/Q signal with 1:10 ratio.
4. THE SARAL DATA PROCESSING
4.1. Data processing scheme
SARAL transmits chirp signal towards sea surface and then
receive echo signal. After full deramp processing, the echo
signal is sampled and stored along track in 2-D data matrix.
The next step processing is along track Fourier Transform
(AFFT), then the fan-beam sharpening in along track is
performed. Before range compression, range correction is
performed. The following step is Doppler position map and
multi-look processing. Then we can get the SAR mode
waveform.
4.2. The mean echo model of SARAL
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The mean echo model of SARAL is the convolution of three
terms [4, 6, 7], which are the average flat surface impulse
response PFS , the point target impulse response of the radar

S r , and the sea wave height probability density function qs :
(2)
W ( f dc , )  PFS ( f dc , )  Sr ( )  qs ( )
In the equation 2, the f dc is frequency of fan-beam,  is
the two way travel time.
The average flat surface impulse response of the fan-beam
corresponding to Doppler frequency could be described as:
 0 c 2
PFS ( f dc , ) 
3
(4 ) Lp 2 (f ) 2 h3
(3)
2

·
 Gb ( , , f dc )G( , ,  ,  0 )d 

similar results are also given in the literature [8]. So we can
see that the range precision of SAR altimeter is better than
the conventional altimeter about 1 times.
The SWH value is also extracted from the SAR waveform
and conventional waveform, and it is very close to that of
the buoy deployed at the experiment area.
6. CONCLUSION
SARAL has the ability to reduce the measurement noise by
increasing the number of observations (looks), and by which
it can provide better geophysical parameter estimation. In
this paper, an airborne experimental system of SARAL is
developed to verify the performance and the processing
algorithm of SAR altimeter. The results prove that the
SARAL has the better performance than CRA.
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Fig.1 The timing sequence of SARAL

Fig.3 The echo waveforms of SARAL and CRA

Time (s)
Fig.4 The SSH values (blue is for conventional mode, green
is for SAR mode, and the red is for the model value)

Fig.2 The echoes before and after range correction
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